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Photo-CIDNP in the reaction center of the diatom 
Cyclotella meneghiniana observed by 13C MAS NMR 

The solid-state photo-CIDNP effect in a new kingdom of the tree of life 

Abstract: Photo-CIDNP MAS NMR presents a unique tool to obtain insight into the photosynthetic reaction centers 
(RCs) of bacteria and plants. Using the dramatic enhancement of sensitivity and selectivity of the solid-state photo-
CIDNP effect, structural as well as functional information can be obtained from the cofactor molecules forming a 
light-induced spin-correlated radical pair (SCRP) in a given reaction center. Here we demonstrate that the effect can be 
observed in a further species, which belongs neither to the plant nor the bacteria kingdom. Cyclotella (C.) meneghini-
ana is a member of the diatom phylum and, therefore, belongs to the kingdom of chromista. Chromista are some of the 
most productive organisms in nature, even in comparison to trees and terrestrial grasses. The observation of the effect 
in chromista indicates that the effect occurs in all photosynthetic organisms and completes the list with the last photo-
trophic kingdoms. Our data also demonstrate that the photo- and spin-chemical machineries of photosystem I of plants 
and chromista are very similar with respect to structure as well as function. 
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1 Introduction 

The solid-state photo-CIDNP effect is a spin-chemical effect in which transiently nuclear spin order far from Boltz-
mann equilibrium occurs, which can be detected by solid-state NMR methods as modification of the equilibrium signal 
intensity. The NMR chemical shifts of the light-induced signal remain unchanged and thus provide access to the elec-
tronic ground-state structure of the electron donor and acceptor forming a spin-correlated radical pair (SCRP). In addi-
tion, the light-induced enhanced NMR intensities are related to the local electron spin densities in the electron donor 
and the electron acceptor forming the SCRP.[1][2] Selective 13C isotope labeling at different positions in the cofactors 
of bacterial RCs revealed insight into the special pair and its electronic ground-state structure.[3][4] The underlying 
spin-dynamics (Scheme 1) of the well-known radical pair mechanisms (RPM)[5][6][7] leads to transient light-induced 
nuclear polarization which can be observed in time-resolved experiments.[8] Under continuous illumination, up to 
three spin-chemical mechanisms running in parallel have been revealed contributing to the photo-chemically induced 
dynamic polarization (photo-CIDNP) in the solid state in photosynthetic RCs: the three spin mixing (TSM), the differ-
ential decay (DD) and the differential relaxation (DR) mechanisms.[9][10][11][12] 

Photosynthesis is a photochemical process that is initiated by the light-induced electron transfer in a photosynthet-
ic reaction center (RC). There are two types of photosynthetic RCs that can be found in nature. The type-I RCs contain 
iron-sulfur clusters as terminal electron acceptors. Photosystem I (PS I) is such a type-I RC which is found in higher 
plants, eukaryotic algae and cyanobacteria. The type-I RCs found in bacteria, e.g. in the green sulfur bacteria (as chlo-
robium) and heliobacteria, work in analogy to this system. Type-I RCs have the tendency to provide strong reductive 
forces which, in PS I, are required for the reduction of NADP+. Type-II RC, such as that of the purple bacterium 
Rhodobacter (R.) sphaeroides, use quinone molecules as electron acceptors. The type-II RC of plants, algae and cya-
nobacteria, called photosystem II (PS II), has a very strong oxidative force which enables the oxidation of H2O. 

Photo-CIDNP magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR provides direct access to the primary photosynthetic machinery 
in the RCs by yielding structural and functional information on the donor and acceptor cofactors forming the primary 
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SCRP. These cofactors are (bacterio)chlorophylls and (bacterio)pheophytins. In plants, the donor is formed by chloro-
phyll a (Chl a).  

So far, there are eight species in which the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect has been observed (Figure 1, Table 1). 
These are all members of either the plant or the bacteria kingdom. According to the taxonomic classification of Cava-
lier-Smith[13], there are six kingdoms: animalia, plantae, chromista, fungi, bacteria and protozoa. Among them, three 
contain phototrophic members: the kingdoms of plantae, of chromista and of bacteria. The solid-state photo-CIDNP 
effect has been discovered in the kingdom of bacteria from the proteobacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides in 1994 by 
Zysmilich and McDermott.[14] Another proteobacterium: Rhodopseudomonas acidophilia [15] has been demonstrated 
to show the effect as well as Chlorobium tepidum[16] from the chlorobi phylum, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803[17] - a 
cyanobacterium - and the firmicute Heliobacillus mobilis.[18] Additionally, there are two more bacterial phyla which 
contain phototrophic members: chloroflexi and acidobacteria.[19] From both phyla, no experiments with photo-
CIDNP MAS NMR have been reported so far. The effect is not limited to bacterial RCs but is also observed in RCs of 
plants, e.g., Spinacia oleracea[20][21][22] and Spirodella oligorrhiza.[23] Furthermore, it was demonstrated, that 
photo-CIDNP can also be observed in the C57S-mutant of phototropin LOV1[24] from the green alga Chlamydomonas 
rheinhardtii. This blue-light photoreceptor is presently the only non-photosynthetic system demonstrated to show the 
effect. Until now, all attempts to show the effect in artificial donor-acceptor dyads failed. The fact that the solid-state 
photo-CIDNP effect can be observed in a variety of phyla, supports the idea that the effect might be an intrinsic prop-
erty of photosynthetic RCs.[25] Therefore, it has been assumed that the effect is of functional relevance.[26] 

Diatoms (phylum bacillariophyta) are a group of wide-spread eukaryotic algae, which occur either unicellular or 
live in colonies.[27] This phylum belongs to the kingdom of chromista,[13][28] where the solid-state photo-CIDNP 
effect has not yet been investigated. Originally, diatoms received attention for the very impressive diversity of 
shapes.[29] They possess a silicified cell wall and became, therefore, model organisms for studying bio-mineralization 
processes.[30] Based on their geometry, diatoms are divided into three classes: the pennate bacillariophyceae and two 
centric classes named coscinodiscophyceae and mediophyceae.[31][32] The latter one comprises the species C. 
meneghiniana which we use in the present work as candidate for the investigation of the solid-state photo-CIDNP 
effect because of the availability of biochemical methods for the isolation of intact photosystems from the cells.[33] A 
microscopic picture of C. meneghiniana is shown in Figure 2. Hence, our first aim is to test whether the solid-state 
photo-CIDNP effect can also be demonstrated in a member of the chromista kingdom. 

The total net primary production of plants on earth is estimated to be in the dimension of ca 105 billion tons of 
carbon per year. Phytoplankton formed by diatoms, cyanobacteria, green algae and other photoautotrophs contribute 
more than 40% to this amount.[34] As a consequence of their abundance in the highly productive parts of the oceans, 
diatoms are estimated to contribute about 20 to 25 % to the global net primary biomass production.[35] Beyond the 
function of CO2 binding, phytoplankton sediments to deeper sea levels where its decomposition by heterotrophic or-
ganisms leads to an inverse CO2 gradient. As a result, in the upper sea layers CO2 gets depleted. The concentration is 
eventually restored by CO2 uptake from the atmosphere.[36][37][38] This effect is called “organic carbon pump”. 
Because of their importance for the marine ecosystem the investigation of the diatom photosynthesis with the help of 
photo-CIDNP MAS NMR is an important task. Therefore, after the demonstration of the solid-state photo-CIDNP 
effect in diatoms, further studies are intended to investigate in closer detail whether the diatom RCs represent specially 
tuned RCs. 

Like the higher plants, green algae and cyanobacteria, chromista contain both PS I and PS II. The protein subunits 
of the core complexes of PS I and PS II are highly conserved for cyanobacteria and all eukaryotic phototrophs includ-
ing the chromista.[39][40][41] The PS I is present as a monomer in the thylakoid membrane and contains 19 protein 
subunits. PsaA (82 kDa) and PsaB (83 kDa) represent the two central protein subunits.[42] In the PS I core complex, 
the PsaA and PsaB subunits bind the reaction center Chl a molecules, including the central two cofactors forming the 
structural donor dimer, also called P700, as well as the two symmetric branches, of cofactors forming the electron 
transfer pathways. In addition, the PsaA and PsaB subunits also act as inner antenna and, thus, bind about 100 Chl and 
about 20 -carotene molecules.[43][44][45][46]  

While RCs appear to be conserved, their embedding varies significantly. In higher plants and some green algae, 
PS I is preferentially being found in the stroma thylakoids, while PS II is mainly located in the grana thylakoids.[47] In 
contrast to PS I PsbA and PsbD with the reaction center Chl a molecules P680 form the RC, whereas PsbB and PsbC 
with their associated Chl a and b-carotene molecules form the inner antenna.[47] In contrast to higher plants, bacillari-
ophyta show no distinction between stroma and grana thylakoids and the thylakoid membranes are arranged in stack of 
three.[48][49][50] Also the antenna systems are entirely different between species: there are cyanobacterial phycobili-
somes, membrane integral fucaxanthin enriched fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c binding proteins (FCPs) of the diatoms 
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and brown algae as well as light-harvesting complexes II (LHCIIs) of green algae and higher plants (for a recent re-
view see [51]). In diatoms also the silicate cell walls vary extremely in their architectures. The different embedding of 
PS I core raises the question whether it reflects differences on the microscopic scale. Thus, it is the aim of the present 
study to explore whether the effect still occurs in the isolated diatom RCs. Furthermore, if it occurs, possible differ-
ences in the isolated PS I of plants and chromista, using C. meneghiniana as example, will be investigated. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Sample Preparation 

The diatom C. meneghiniana (1020-1a; Sammlung von Algenkulturen SAG Göttingen) was grown as a batch culture 
in 20 L of sterile filtered artificial sea water prepared according to the procedure of North Pacific Culture Collection 
for 21 d.[52] Cultivation was done at 18 °C with a light-dark regime of 14/10 h with a light intensity of 100 µmol 
photons m-2 s-1. To avoid sedimentation, the algal cultures were constantly stirred from the top. 

After harvesting the algal cells by centrifugation at 2.000 g and 4°C for 7 min (Varifuge 3.0 R, Heraeus, Germa-
ny), diatom thylakoid membranes were prepared according to Lepetit et al.[33] The thylakoids were diluted to a total 
chlorophyll (Chl) concentration of 0.5 mg/mL and membrane solubilization was initiated by addition of n-dodecyl β-
D-maltoside (DM)(Roth, Germany) at a detergent/Chl ratio of 20 and a final detergent concentration of 1% (w/v). 
After the solubilization, which was performed in darkness on ice for 20 min under gentle stirring, non-solubilized 
material was removed by centrifugation at 10.000 g for 20 min (Allegra 64R, Beckman, USA). The solubilized pig-
ment-protein complexes in the supernatant were immediately loaded onto linear sucrose density gradients (0.1 to 1 M 
sucrose in thylakoid isolation medium B supplemented with 0.03 % DM)[33] followed by ultracentrifugation at 
120,000 g for 17 h at 4°C (Optima C90 with SW28 rotor, Beckman, USA). After ultracentrifugation the PS I contain-
ing band was collected from the sucrose gradient and characterized by absorption spectroscopy and gel electrophore-
sis. Gel electrophoresis was performed according to Laemmli [53], using a 15% separating and a 4% stacking gel. 
Figure 3 shows the SDS-PAGE of the polypeptide composition of solubilized PS I complexes from C. meneghiniana. 
A total amount of 1.5 µg Chl was applied to the gel. Assignment of the reaction centre proteins (PsaA and PsaB) and 
two additional small subunits (PsaD and PsaL) was done by comparing the band pattern with published data.[33] Fur-
ther PSI proteins (molecular weight range ~ 3 kDa up to 10 kDa) are not resolved with the applied experimental setup 
but are likely present in a broad band below the 12.5 kDa marker protein (not shown). Additional bands in the range 
from 36 kDa to 55 kDa are probably due to slight contamination of the PSI core complexes with proteins of the CF1 
part of the ATP-synthase complex. Absorption spectra of PS I complex (equivalent to a Chl concentration of 5 µg/mL) 
were recorded in the wavelength range from 350 to 750 nm using a Specord M250 spectrophotometer (Zeiss, Germa-
ny). Figure 4 shows the absorption spectra of solubilized PS I core complexes from the green plant S. oleracea and the 
diatom C. meneghiniana. Both spectra show the typical absorption features of the main pigment Chl a as indicated by 
the absorption maxima in the blue (438 nm in both spectra) and the red part (675 nm for C. meneghiniana and 678 nm 
for S. oleracea) of spectrum. The different red absorbing features are due to a population of long-wavelength absorb-
ing Chl a molecules in the PS I antenna (LHCI) which stays attached to the spinach PS I core complexes after the 
preparation. The presence of a small amount of LHCI is also evident from the additional absorption at 471 nm which is 
caused by Chl b. The absorption around 489 nm in both the PSI core complex from S. oleracea and C. meneginiana 
depicts the presence of β-carotene in both PS I reaction centers. 

For NMR measurements the PS I containing sample was concentrated in Centricon plus 20 centrifugal filter de-
vices (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, USA, Amicon, 30 kDa molecular weight cutoff) by centrifugation at 3.500 g 
and 4 °C. Before NMR measurement, the iron-sulfur clusters FB and FA in PS I have been reduced by addition of aque-
ous 1 M sodium dithionite solution to a final concentration of 100 mM in an oxygen free atmosphere.[20] 

2.2 MAS-NMR Measurements 

All NMR spectra were obtained using an Avance III 400-MHz wide-bore NMR spectrometer equipped with a 4 mm 
MAS probe. The sample was loaded into a 4-mm sapphire rotor and inserted into the MAS probe. The temperature was 
decreased slowly to ensure homogeneous sample distribution against the rotor wall.[54] Light and dark spectra were 
acquired using a Hahn-echo pulse sequence with two-pulse phase modulation (TPPM) proton decoupling.[55] 13C 
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MAS NMR spectra were collected at a temperature of 250 K with a deviation of approximately 2 K and under contin-
uous illumination with white light using a 1000-W xenon-arc lamp.[56] Calibration of the sample temperature was 
carried out by measuring the melting points of different substances (distilled water, 4-decanone and 3-octanone) fol-
lowed by the correlation with the 207Pb chemical shift of a solid powder of lead nitrate measured at the according tem-
peratures. [57][58] The MAS rotational frequency was 8 kHz and the cycle delay was 4 s. A line broadening of 5 Hz 
was applied before Fourier transformation. All 13C MAS NMR spectra were referenced using the 13COOH resonance 
of solid cationic histidine•HCl at 173.2 ppm.[59] 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Photo-CIDNP 13C MAS NMR spectra of C. meneghiniana 

Figure 5 shows the 13C MAS NMR spectra of PS I core complexes of C. meneghiniana in the dark (A) and under con-
tinuous illumination with white light (B) at a magnetic field of 9.4 T (400 MHz 1H frequency). Both spectra were 
collected over 3 days with a number of scans of about 65,000. Between 0 and 100 ppm the characteristic 13C NMR 
signals of a protein can be observed in the dark spectrum (A). The sharp absorptive response at 104.3 ppm arises from 
the 2-(N-morpholino)ethansulfonic acid (MES) that was present in the buffer. In spectrum B, which was obtained 
under continuous illumination, in addition to the signals observed in the dark, a number of emissive (negative) light-
induced signals appear. This is the first time that the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect is observed in the taxonomic 
kingdom of chromista (Figure 1). Therefore, in all three kingdoms containing photosynthetic species the effect is con-
served, and it is reasonable to assume that the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect is an inherent property of photosynthetic 
systems. 

Figure 6 presents a detailed view on the spectral area showing the light-induced signals. Fourteen light-induced 
signals are observed in the range of carbonylic, aromatic and methine carbon chemical shifts. As expected, no solid-
state photo-CIDNP is observed in the aliphatic region because aliphatic carbons do not contain local electron spin 
density in pz orbitals.[60] The signal at 192.0 ppm originates from a carbonyl resonance, there is a number of twelve 
resonances identified in the aromatic region, and also one signal, at 105.9 ppm originates from a methine carbon. The 
fact that only one carbonylic and only one methine resonance occur implies that a single “monomeric” cofactor is 
observed. 

In the photo-CIDNP MAS NMR spectrum of the PS I core complexes of C. meneghiniana, all light-induced sig-
nals are emissive. The emissive sign of the signals can be explained by the TSM mechanism which has been shown for 
RCs of R. sphaeroides wild type (WT) to lead to emissive signals.[61][62] Also entirely emissive spectra have been 
observed on PS I particles of Spinacia oleracea (spinach).[20] In contrast, RCs of R. sphaeroides R26[9][62] and PS II 
(D1/D2 preparation) of spinach[22] show enhanced absorptive signals of the aromatic carbons together with the emis-
sively polarized methine carbons. In these samples, due to the absence of carotenes in the vicinity of the donor, long 
donor triplet lifetimes, and therefore the DR mechanism can occur. Hence, the spectral pattern observed in PS I of C. 
meneghiniana, composed of emissive light-induced signals only, suggests the presence of carotenes sufficiently close 
to the donor allowing to quench molecular triplet states. The protein complex contains 20 -carotene 
molecules.[43][44][45][46] The x-ray structure of PS I of pea (4XK8.pdb)[63] shows a center-to-center distance of a 
P700 magnesium to the closest -carotene molecule of 14.4 Å. The minimal edge-to-edge distance of P700 to the 
carotene is 10.6 Å. The situation in the bacterial RC of R. sphaeroides WT (1M3X.pdb)[64] is rather similar: The 
distance of the special pair magnesium to the closest carotene is 14.4 Å center-to-center and 8.6 Å edge to edge. 

In quinone-blocked bacterial RCs, the lifetime of the donor triplet state is 100 ns for WT samples, where the DR 
mechanism has not been observed, and 100 s for the carotene-less mutant R26, where strong DR is observed.[9] The 
efficiency of the DR mainly depends on the longitudinal relaxation time, which must be in the range of a few hundred 
nanoseconds or a couple of microseconds. It strongly depends on the Zeeman field B0, the temperature and in that 
temperature range possibly occurring glass transitions. Since the donor-carotene distance is slightly larger in plant PS I 
than in the case of bacterial RC, it can be assumed that the quenching of the molecular donor triplet state is less effi-
cient in eukaryotic PS I. In fact, data shown by Sétif and Brettel[65] presented a half-life of 5 s for the molecular 
donor triplet state 3P700 for a plant PS I of spinach. It appears that 5 s are close to the condition allowing to make the 
DR operative. Therefore, assuming that the observed signals originate from the donor (see below), it might be that in 
PS I the DR already weakens the emissive intensities caused by the TSM. Such assumption would also explain the 
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field dependence of the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect in PS I samples showing an optimum at about 9.4 T (400 MHz 
1H frequency)[22] since the DR has been shown to be particularly efficient at lower fields.[62] 

3.2 Signal assignments 

Table 2 provides an overview of the resonances enhanced by the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect and compares the 
present experimental data with chemical shifts observed in PS I of Spinacia oleracea[20] and on pure Chl a in a solid 
aggregate.[66] The most deshielded light-induced signal (Figure 6) appears at 192.0 ppm in the carbonyl region and 
matches well to the carbon C-131 on ring V (for numbering see Figure 7) The strongest signals appear in the aromatic 
region. The signal at 168.2 ppm is very likely to originate from carbon C-19. The resonance at 161.2 ppm is reasona-
bly assigned to carbon C-14. Probably, both the carbons C-1 and C-6 contribute to the signal at 156.1 ppm, while 
carbon C-16 yields the signal at 153.6 ppm. Carbon C-4 matches well to the signal at 151.4 ppm. The strongest light-
induced response at 148.4 ppm is conveniently assigned to carbons C-9 and C-11. This signal shows a shoulder at 
147.8 ppm which might also be attributed to one or both of these carbons. Carbon C-8 is then assigned to 145.5 ppm. 
The resonance at 139.8 ppm might be due to carbon C-3. The two weak features at 137.9 ppm and 133.4 ppm could be 
assigned to carbon C-2 as well as carbons C-7 or C-13, respectively. The signal at 135.7 ppm can be attributed to car-
bon C-12. In the region of methine carbons, the response at 105.9 ppm can be assigned to either C-10 or C-15. Hence, 
all light-induced signals can be assigned very conveniently to a single Chl a cofactor. 

The single Chl a cofactor detected in the photo-CDINP MAS NMR experiment might be belonging to the P700 
donor. In contrast to many other RCs carrying a (bacterio)pheophytin as primary acceptor, in PS I the acceptor is a 
plant Chl a cofactor, too. Therefore, we cannot conclusively decide whether the signal is obtained from the donor or 
the acceptor site. Previous experiments, however, revealed that the light-induced photo-CIDNP MAS NMR signals 
mainly originate from the donor site.[20] Therefore, we tentatively assign the observed signals to a Chl a at the P700 
donor site. This assignment implies that the P700 donor acts essentially as a functional monomer. Since, we cannot 
rule out that a set of signals of a second cofactor is hidden in the noise, we certainly can conclude that at least 85% of 
the electron spin density at the donor site is located on a single Chl a cofactor. The conclusion of monomeric donor is 
well in line with EPR studies on PS I of various organisms: While earlier EPR studies concluded that the donor in PS I 
acts as a monomer with at least 85% of the electron-spin density on a single cofactor[67][68][69], later advanced EPR 
studies suggested a small fraction of electron spin density on another site [70][71] (for review, see [72]). 

The donor of PS I in plants is known to be a structural dimer formed of a normal plant Chl a and a second Chl a’ 
which is epimerized at the C132 position.[43][73][74] Since 13C chemical shifts of Chl a and Chl a’ are very 
similar[75] it is hard to conclude from the present 13C NMR data whether the observed chemical shifts are induced by 
the normal plant Chl a or its epimer. Our data, however, provide a hint: The light-induced signal at 192.0 ppm, as-
signed to C-131, is more close to the literature value for Chl a (190.6 ppm) than to the value of Chl a’ (189.5 ppm). 
Hence, our data suggest that the Chl a cofactor and not the Chl a’ is observed. In any case, in the limits of signal-to-
noise-ratio our data suggest that on the time-scale of our photo-CIDNP MAS NMR experiment, the donor acts as a 
monomer. Probably the electron spin density is localized on the normal Chl a cofactor, although the donor appears 
structurally to be a dimer. 

Since 13C solid-state photo-CIDNP intensities correlate to local electron spin densities[76], Figure 8 shows a re-
construction of the local electron spin density on the donor Chl a which correlates with the HOMO orbital structure. 
Obviously, the HOMO is mainly localized on pyrrole rings II and IV. 

3.3 Lineshape and linewidth 

The lineshape of the observed signals is Lorentzian, although for the signals at 147.8 ppm, 137.9 ppm and 133.4 ppm 
having low signal-to-noise ratio, no specific lineshape can be determined. For the light-induced resonances, a narrow 
linewidth of about 60 Hz is observed. The larger linewidth of the signals at 156.1 ppm (105 Hz) and 133.4 ppm 
(136 Hz) can be explained by two overlapping signals. The signal 156.1 ppm is attributed to the carbons C-1 and C-6, 
and the resonance at 133.4 ppm is assigned to both C-7 and C-13. Hence, apparently all nuclei observed show lin-
ewidths of about 60 Hz. The Lorentzian form as well as such narrow lines are demonstrating a structurally and electro-
statically rigid donor without structural inhomogeneities. This conclusion also has been made for donor cofactors in 
other RCs[54] and correlates with the general rule that efficient electron transfer requires rigidity. 
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3.4 Comparison with PS I preparations from other species 

The 13C solid-state photo-CIDNP effect has been already reported for PS I of several other systems: for core complex-
es of Spinacia oleracea[20] and for intact cells of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp.[17] Especially the similarity 
of the spectra reported in this work to those from S. oleracea[20] is remarkable. In the work on spinach, eleven light-
induced signals were observed and also assigned to a single Chl a donor cofactor. The chemical shifts observed in the 
present study are similar which can be demonstrated, e.g., by the isolated carbonyl carbon C-131 resonating at 
192.0 ppm in C. meneghiniana and at 190.6 ppm in S. oleracea. Also the chemical shifts of the most deshielded aro-
matic carbon C-19 is observed at very close positions for C. meneghiniana (168.2 ppm) and spinach (167.1 ppm). As a 
last example, the signal which is attributed to the methine carbons C-10 or C-15 can be found at nearly the same fre-
quency for C. meneghiniana (105.9 ppm) and spinach (105.4 ppm). The slightly different chemical shifts may reflect 
different buffers and detergents as well as the pH difference (pH 6.5 and DM for C. meneghiniana; pH 9.5 and Triton 
X-100 for Spinacia oleracea).[20] 

Also the observed electron-spin density patterns from C. meneghiniana (Figure 8) and S. oleracea[20], summariz-
ing the intensities, are very similar. In both cases, the HOMO is mainly localized on pyrrole rings II and IV implying 
an analogue orbital structure. Hence, our data proof that the functional machinery of these two PS I RCs is very similar 
and highly conserved although these species originate from different kingdoms and are characterized by significant 
thylakoid architectures. 
The solid-state photo-CIDNP effect also has been observed in 13C-labeled samples of Synechocystis sp. on cells with-
out further isolation at 4.7 T.[17] Eight light-induced signals have been observed but not assigned to the cofactors of 
either PS I or PS II. Since all light-induced signals are emissive, it was however assumed that they originate from PS I. 
In fact the signals appear at similar positions like in the case of C. meneghiniana or S. oleracea. In PS I of Synecho-
cystis, the distance between donor and carotene is 14.7 Å (center-to-center) and 10.7 Å (edge-to-edge) (ref. 
1JB0.pdb).[43] Hence, in all three systems both structure as well as functional mechanism is well maintained. 

4 Conclusions 

The solid-state photo-CIDNP effect has been observed in isolated PS I RCs (PS I core complex preparations) of the 
diatom C. meneghiniana by 13C MAS NMR. This is the first time that the effect has been observed in a species from 
the taxonomic kingdom of chromista. Hence, the effect occurs in all three kingdoms containing photosynthetic species. 
This is remarkable because the occurrence of the effect is confined to very specific conditions.[26] The high conserva-
tion supports the idea that the effect is related to a comparable function of the electron steps in the early photosynthetic 
RCs. 

All light-induced signals can be conveniently assigned to a single Chl a cofactor. It is very likely that this Chl a 
acts rather as donor than as acceptor. All signals appear emissively due to the presence of carotene cofactors in the 
vicinity. Lineshape and -width indicate a highly ordered rigid donor. Chemical shifts and intensity pattern are very 
similar to that observed from PS I of the higher plant Spinacia oleracea. PS I from both species seem to be very simi-
lar concerning their photochemical machinery and their spin dynamics. Hence, the highly efficient PS I [77] is highly 
conserved even if the entire embedding by the thylakoid membrane or the PSI-surrounding antenna systems varies 
significantly. This comes as a surprise because it was shown that the photosynthetic machinery of diatoms is integrated 
into a metabolic network which has a significantly different regulation compared to higher plants.[78] Obviously, the 
reaction centers had reached their physical optimum very early in the evolution. Consequently the selection pressure 
was high on the biological usage of the electrons but not on the site of their generation. 
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Figure 1: Tree of Life according to Cavalier-Smith,[13] modified. Selected kingdoms containing photosynthetically active species 
are labeled in green. Species demonstrated to show the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect are labeled with a star. In the present 
work, the occurrence of the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect is explored in the kingdom of chromista. 

 

 

Figure 2: Cyclotella meneghiniana. Cellular nucleus (circle in the center), chloroplasts (oval organelles at the cell wall) and 
inorganic shell (white external border) can be well recognized. The length of the line is equal to 0.5 m. 
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Figure 3: SDS-PAGE: Polypeptide composition of solubilized PS I complexes from C. meneghiniana. 
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Figure 4: UV-VIS spectra: Comparison of absorption characteristics of solubilized PSI complexes from the green plant 
S. oleracea (dashed line) and the diatom C. meneghiniana (solid line). 
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Figure 5: MAS NMR spectra of the PS I core complex from C. meneghiniana obtained in the dark (A) and under continuous 
illumination (B). The spectra have been obtained at a magnetic field of 9.4 Tesla, a temperature of 250 K and a MAS rotational 
frequency of 8 kHz. 

 
Figure 6: Photo-CIDNP MAS NMR spectrum of the PS I core complex from C. meneghiniana obtained under continuous illumi-
nation. Detailed view on the carbonylic and aromatic spectral region. 
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Figure 7: Molecular structure of Chl a with numbering according to IUPAC; R = Phytyl side chain. 

 
Figure 8: Photo-CIDNP patterns of Chl a molecules observed by 13C photo-CIDNP MAS NMR in PS I core complexes of C. 
meneghiniana. The size of the circles is semiquantitatively related to the NMR intensities. Light grey circles are attributed to one 
carbon position only. Dark grey circles are attributed to two carbon positions. The observed pattern is very similar to the one 
observed from S. oleracea.[20] 
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Table 1: Taxonomic overview of species in which the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect has been observed. For taxonomic rela-
tions see refs. [28] [79]. 

 
  

Species Genus. Family Order Class Phylum Kingdom Domain photo-CIDNP 
MAS NMR 

Heliobacillus 
mobilis 

Helio-
bacillus 

Heliobacter-
iaceae 

Chlostridia-
les 

Chlostridia Firmicutes Bacteria Prokary-
ota 

13C[18] 

Rhodopseu-
domonas 
acidophilia 

Rhodo-
blastus 

Bradyrhizo-
biaceae 

Rhizobiales Alphaproteo-
bacteria 

Proteobac-
teria 

Bacteria Prokary-
ota 

13C[15] 

Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides 

Rhodo-
bacter 

Rhodobac-
teraceae 

Rhodobac-
terales 

Alphaproteo-
bacteria 

Proteobac-
teria 

Bacteria Prokary-
ota 

13C[3][9], 
15N[14] 

Synechocyst-
is sp. 

Synecho-
cystis 

 Croococca-
les 

Oszillatorio-
phycideae 

Cyanobac-
teria 

Bacteria Prokary-
ota 

13C[17] 

Chlorobium 
tepidum 

Chloroba-
culum 

Chlorobia-
ceae 

Chlorobiales Chlorobia Chlorobi Bacteria Prokary-
ota 

13C[16] 

Chlamydo-
monas rein-
hardtii (LOV) 

Chlamy-
domonas 

Chlamydo-
monada-
ceae 

Chlamydo-
monadales 

Chlorophy-
ceae 

Chlorophyta Plantae Eukaryota 13C[24] 

Spirodela 
oligorrhiza 

Landoltia Araceae Alismatales Liliopsida Streptophyta Plantae Eukaryota 13C[80], 15N[23] 

Spinacia 
oleracea 

Spinacia Amarantha-
ceae 

Caryophyl-
la-les 

 Streptophyta Plantae Eukaryota 13C[20][21][22], 
15N[23] 

C. mene-
ghiniana 

Cyclotella Stephano-
discaceae 

Stephano-
discales 

Medio-
phyceae 

Bacillario-
phyta 

Chromista Eukaryota this work 
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Table 2: 13C chemical shifts (ppm) of the photo-CIDNP MAS NMR signals in comparison to published chemical shift data of 
Chl a. 

(a) this work. 
(b) isolated Chl a as solid aggregate, ref. [66]. 
(c) observed in PS I from spinach (Spinacia oleracea), ref. [20]. 
(d) data obtained from hole cells (PS I and PS II) from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, ref.[17]. 
(e) Chl a´ dissolved in tetrahydrofuran-d8 ref. [75]. 

 

 

Scheme 1: Electron transport pathways in quinone-blocked bacterial RCs of R. sphaeroides WT and the carotene-less mutant 
R26.[81] 

13C chemical shift 
(ppm)a 

tentative assign-
ment, carbon num-
ber according to 
IUPAC 

13C chemical shift 
(ppm)b 

13C chemical shift 
(ppm)c 

13C chemical shift 
(ppm)d 

13C chemical shift 
(ppm)e 

192.0 (E) 131 190.6 190.6  189.5 

168.2 (E) 19 170.0 167.1 (E) 166.9 168.0 

161.7 (E) 14 162.0 160.4 (E)  162.1 

156.1 (E) (broad) 1 and 6 155.9 and 154.4 154.8 (E) 154.8 and 149.8 154.2 

153.6 (E) 16 154.0 152.6 (E)  155.4 

151.2 (E) 4 150.7 149.9 (E)  147.9 

148.4 (E) (147.8) 9 and 11 147.2 and 147.2 147.2 (E) 147.6 146.1 (147.8) 

145.5 (E)  8 146.2 144.2 (E) 144.2 144.1 

139.8 (E) 3 137.0 138.6 (E) 138.6 139.1 

137.9 (E) 2 136.1 ~136 (E)  135.5 

135.7 (E) 12 134.0 -  134.2 

133.4 (E) (broad) 7  133.4 ~132 (E)  134.0 

 13   128.3  

105.9 (E) 10 and 15 108.2 and 102.8 105.4 (E) 104.5 107.3 (106.2) 


